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The Importance of a Timely Second Dose of the
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Vaccination against severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) represents our greatest hope to
combat the devastating coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
pandemic. Amid ongoing global vaccination efforts, rare cases of
severe allergic reactions to COVID-19 mRNA vaccines have
received significant attention. Although the exact nature of these
reactions may be heterogeneous, various approaches exist to
engage with patients, communities, public health departments,
primary care providers, and other clinicians in a
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multidisciplinary approach to advance population health.
Whereas it is optimal for patients to receive COVID-19
vaccination as outlined in emergency use authorizations,
second-dose deferral of mRNA vaccines may be a consideration
within a shared decision-making paradigm of care in select
circumstances characterized by high durable first-vaccineedose
protection and significant elevations of vaccine anaphylaxis risk.
Still, the durability of protection afforded by a single dose of a
COVID-19 mRNA vaccine is uncertain, and alternative
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CDC-U
.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
COVID-19- C
oronavirus disease 2019

EUA- E
mergency use authorization
SARS-CoV-2- S
evere acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
approaches to complete vaccination, including precautionary
use of a COVID-19 viral vector vaccine, also remain patient-
preferenceesensitive options. There is an urgent need to
define correlates of COVID-19 immunity and the level of
longer-term protection afforded by COVID-19 vacci-
nation. � 2021 American Academy of Allergy, Asthma &
Immunology (J Allergy Clin Immunol Pract 2021;9:2556-61)
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TO SECOND DOSE OR NOT TO SECOND

DOSE—THAT IS THE QUESTION
Within the context of a rapidly mobilizing global vaccination

effort to combat coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), ques-
tions have emerged regarding whether or not to proceed with a
timely second COVID-19 mRNA vaccine dose for individuals
who have had a potential allergic reaction to a first dose.1-4 While
guidance has evolved, as of this writing, the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) considers a severe or
immediate allergic reaction after a previous dose of a COVID-19
mRNA vaccine a contraindication to future administration of a
COVID-19 mRNA vaccine and suggests evaluation with an
allergist-immunologist for patients with immediate allergic re-
actions of any severity to an mRNA vaccine.5 Furthermore, the
CDC advises that, if delays in administering the second dose are
unavoidable, the Pfizer-BioNtech and Moderna COVID-19
mRNA vaccines can be administered up to 6 weeks following
the initial dose.5

Ultimately, whether to provide or defer a second mRNA
vaccine dose in patients at risk for anaphylaxis to a COVID-19
mRNA vaccine warrants an approach grounded in shared deci-
sion-making because this is a highly preference-sensitive care
option given current data.6-8 While the allergist-immunologist
engages the patient in shared decision-making, it is important
that the clinician guard against a tendency toward risk aversion to
“first, do no harm,” particularly given that COVID-19 mRNA
first-dose effectiveness estimates range from 46% to 93% among
various studies with uncertain duration of immunity.3,4,9-14

Whereas the risk of anaphylaxis is real, it is easy to lose sight
of the forest for the trees while striving for nonmaleficence
through second-dose deferral and actually place a patient at
greater risk for disease morbidity in the long term.15 Further-
more, it is quite possible for the allergist-immunologist to
inadvertently exaggerate the patient’s fears and hesitancy in the
decision-making process or even replace a patient’s own values
with that of the clinician.8-10 Our specialty has a checkered past
in trying to attenuate risk of anaphylaxis in the short term while
sacrificing long-term health benefits, and we need not look far to
find obvious examples, which range from overdiagnosis of
anaphylaxis risk to vaccines, foods, and medications.16-20
CAVEATS OF SINGLE-DOSE COVID-19 mRNA

VACCINE IMMUNITY
The risk of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2

(SARS-CoV-2) infection and its associated morbidity is currently
unclear when a single dose of a COVID-19 mRNA vaccine is not
followed by the recommended second dose.1-4,11-13,21 Early evi-
dence is encouraging and suggests that a single dose (with certain
vaccines) may reduce the risk of symptomatic COVID-19 infec-
tion by up to 90%.3,4,21 However, follow-up has been limited for
single-dose recipients, and this may represent an upper limit of
protection that, in reality, could be much lower.1-4,11 The ques-
tion of whether to delay the second dose of these vaccines to
facilitate more rapid dissemination of first vaccine doses has been
an area of debate, even in patients without a prior reaction to a
first dose.2 At present, concern remains that deviating from rec-
ommended intervals could lead to a suboptimal vaccine immune
response.2 Indeed, we do not yet even know for certain the
duration of protection afforded by the full series.2,14 In addition,
there should be consideration that the efficacy of a single dose
could be comparatively reduced in the elderly and those at risk for
high morbidity and mortality associated with COVID-19.
Conversely, it is also important to consider that individuals with
prior natural SARS-CoV-2 infection might have broader protec-
tion following a single dose.22 Thus, a decision regarding second-
dose deferral is challenging because reliable correlates of immune
protection and long-term follow-up on outcomes are lacking.
ANAPHYLAXIS-RISK THRESHOLDS FOR

SECOND-DOSE COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE

DEFERRAL
In weighing the risk versus benefit, could a management

strategy consisting of deferral of the second dose of a COVID-19
mRNA vaccine in those with significantly increased anaphylaxis
risk be a reasonable option for some? Answering such a question
relies on several theoretical assumptions. Decisional modeling is
possible if we presume durable immunity lasting at least 12
months from vaccination following a single mRNA vaccine dose
and maintain the efficacy rates attributed to the COVID-19
mRNA vaccines from publications supporting emergency use.
Adapting a previously published health-economic model of risk-
stratification strategies relative to COVID-19 mRNA vaccine
anaphylaxis to evaluate anaphylaxis-risk thresholds for deferral of
a second dose of these vaccines reveals interesting findings
(Table I).23 Assuming a very high rate of first-dose durable
protection of 90% against symptomatic COVID-19 infection
over the ensuing year with a 5% additional second-dose benefit,
deferring a second dose would be cost effective if anaphylaxis risk
exceeds 0.13% (1,300 anaphylaxis cases/million vaccinations;
willingness to pay threshold of $10,000,000 per death pre-
vented). Although a 0.13% risk is quite low when considering
second-dose risk in a patient with a convincing history of
anaphylaxis to a first dose, it is well above the currently reported
population risk (2.5e11.1 anaphylaxis cases per million) for
COVID-19 mRNA vaccines.24,25 Furthermore, the durability of
first (or even second) dose protection is uncertain, and it should
be noted that, if either the durable immunological protection of a
first vaccine dose falls (an assumption that may be more real-
istic)11 or the overall vaccine efficacy against COVID-19 (and
present and future variants in the next year) decreases,26 the
anaphylaxis-risk threshold for second-vaccineedose deferral of an



TABLE I. Simulation model-based guidance for COVID-19 vaccine
second-dose deferral*

First-dose protection

Second-dose

protection

Anaphylaxis risk

threshold†

Very high overall vaccine protection

90% 5% 0.13%

75% 20% 1.27%

50% 45% 5.72%

30% 65% 11.57%

5% 90% 21.72%

High overall vaccine protection

70% 5% 0.38%

50% 25% 3.18%

30% 45% 8.01%

5% 70% 16.02%

Moderate overall vaccine protection

45% 5% 0.70%

30% 20% 3.56%

5% 45% 10.88%

Low overall vaccine protection

25% 5% 0.96%

5% 25% 6.05%

*This table demonstrates the anaphylaxis risk threshold projected using different
modeled scenarios considering the efficacy of the first dose and the increase in
second-dose protection against symptomatic COVID-19 infection. The degree to
which the first and second doses offer protection to other contacts of the vaccined
person was not specifically modeled and could increase the anaphylaxis threshold at
which second-dose deferral would be cost effective.
†Evaluation of cost-effectiveness threshold (willingness to pay: $10,000,000 per
death prevented) of anaphylaxis risk for a second dose of an mRNA COVID-19
vaccination from a societal perspective. Anaphylaxis-risk threshold represents the
value at which second-vaccine deferral is cost effective in an at-risk population who
has received some degree of durable protection from a first vaccination for the
ensuing 12 months.
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mRNA vaccine rises from 0.13% to an upper limit of 6.05% to
21.72% across estimates of overall vaccine protection
(60,500e217,200 anaphylaxis cases/million; Table I).

Whereas a second-doseedeferral trade-off can be calculated,
using theoretical assumptions about a durable immune response
to the vaccine, it is important to realize that this only reaches
thresholds for value-based care at anaphylaxis rates that are far
greater relative to reported COVID-19 mRNA vaccination
population risk.24,25,27 The science of COVID-19 is currently
moving very rapidly, and we are seeing new SARS-CoV-2 vari-
ants in the community that are more transmissible and may
impact the effectiveness of all COVID-19 vaccines in clinical use
or under study that are currently based on a spike protein
construct.26 Whereas estimates can account for variable overall
effectiveness against new SARS-CoV-2 variants (Table I), it re-
mains crucial to realize that cases of true COVID-19 mRNA
vaccine anaphylaxis are very rare,24,25,28 and the allergist-
immunologist is much more likely to encounter patients with
nonanaphylactic reactions to mRNA vaccines for which second-
doseevaccine deferral beyond the accepted 6 weeks would not be
in the patient’s best interest.

APPROACHES TO ADMINISTRATION OF SECOND

DOSES OF COVID-19 mRNA VACCINES
Any analysis of second-dose deferral is further limited by the

fact that as of this writing few persons have received a second
dose after an initial dose resulted in anaphylaxis, and we do not
have accurate estimates for how likely anaphylaxis will recur
following a second dose. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) currently advises against second dose or
future administration of a COVID-mRNA vaccine for such in-
dividuals.5 However, our experience with other allergies impor-
tantly illustrates that reaction severity may not be reproducible,
and reactions may not even consistently recur, especially if the
mechanism is not immunoglobulin Eemediated.29 Graded-dose
challenge/desensitization has historically been a cornerstone of
management of immediate reactions to vaccines.29 However,
given the novel vaccine platform of COVID-19 mRNA vaccines
and their recent clinical use, it must be acknowledged that there
is currently no evidence that splitting the dose of mRNA vaccines
at any ratio will improve safety and it could also theoretically
negatively affect vaccine efficacy.6,7,29 In addition, there would
be no rationale to split the dose or use a graded-dose challenge/
desensitization approach in individuals who have had only mild
to moderate allergic reactions to the first dose if administration of
the second dose of COVID-19 mRNA vaccines as a full single
dose (as intended and outlined in the Pfizer-BioNTech and
Moderna U.S. Food and Drug Administration emergency use
authorization [EUA] of these yet to be licensed products) is
shown to be safe and well tolerated for such patients.6,7,29

Furthermore, administering COVID-19 mRNA vaccines in
accordance with EUA guidance is most likely to result in optimal
vaccine efficacy, and allergist-immunologist supervised dosing
may pose logistical challenges in accessing, storing, and utilizing
vaccine supply in a timely fashion. Still, equipoise in vaccinating
groups at high risk both for anaphylaxis and for severe COVID-
19 is a delicate balance. As such, for patients at high risk for
anaphylaxis to an mRNA vaccine, a graded-dose vaccine chal-
lenge/desensitization may be preferable to outright vaccine
deferral in the midst of the ongoing pandemic, if the patient and/
or clinician would not otherwise proceed with vaccination.6,30-32

Although utilization of another COVID-19 vaccine construct
in the setting of a first-dose mRNA COVID-19 vaccine is being
studied in the United Kingdom, there are currently no safety,
efficacy, or effectiveness data for this approach. With the Janssen
Biotech COVID-19 vaccine EUA, guidance has been suggested
that, for patients in whom a second COVID-19 mRNA vaccine
dose is contraindicated, this viral vector vaccine may be admin-
istered with a precaution under the supervision of a health care
professional capable of managing anaphylaxis.33 In this setting,
referral to an allergist-immunologist should be considered and
the minimum interval for administration after the COVID-19
mRNA vaccine would be 28 days.5 The Janssen Biotech vac-
cine is based on a recombinant replication incompetent human
adenovirus serotype (Ad26) vector that encodes the SARS-CoV-2
viral spike glycoprotein.34 At this time, the incremental safety
and efficacy of administration of the Janssen Biotech vaccine
(which contains polysorbate 80 as an excipient) given to an in-
dividual who has only received a single COVID-19 mRNA dose
are unknown, but the vaccine represents a patient-preference
option to consider if it is available.34 However, relying on this
approach may have unintended consequences in regard to both
population equity (ie, some patients may receive 1.5 vaccine
doses while others receive none) and access in resource-
constrained settings with limited COVID-19 vaccine supply
(ie, the Janssen Biotech vaccine may not be available to every
patient at the time vaccination is needed).



FIGURE 1. Cost-effectiveness of 2021 COVID-19 second-vaccineedose deferral across anaphylaxis second-dose risk. Rates of symp-
tomatic COVID-19 post first vaccine dose are shown on the x axis with rates of residual COVID-19 risk after a second dose on the y axis,
across rates of second-dose vaccine anaphylaxis: (A) 1%, (B) 5%, and (C) 15%.
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CAVEATS OF RISK-STRATIFICATION

APPROACHES

Uncertainty presently characterizes many aspects of the
COVID-19 vaccines and vaccine reactions, which has been further
heightened by the emergence of several variants in which the
amount of protection offered by a single vaccine dose would be
even less certain.1,26 The benefit of history-guided risk stratifica-
tion that may also use excipient skin testing and/or vaccine
rechallenge with informed consent and shared decision making is
currently unknown.6,7 Although polyethylene glycol is the only
excipient in the COVID-19 mRNA vaccines that is shared and
can be readily tested, polyethylene glycol prick and intradermal
skin testing has uncertain sensitivity, specificity, and positive and
negative predictive values.6,7 In addition, getting patients seen and
assessed by an allergist-immunologist available to perform this
testing within the allowable 6-week time period may be chal-
lenging in some areas and could delay vaccination.6,7 It is possible
that risk stratification may not be beneficial until the prevalence of
vaccine anaphylaxis reaches a much higher threshold than exists in
the general population.6,7,23-25 It is still unclear what is triggering
reported COVID-19 mRNA vaccine reactions and through what
mechanism they occur. Reactions may be noneimmunoglobulin
Eemediated resulting from direct complement or mast cell acti-
vation (complement activationerelated pseudoallergy), which
renders it very difficult to predict in whom a second-dose reaction
may result.7,35-39 We can be somewhat reassured that most of the
reports of anaphylaxis to date have come from first-dose reactions
and we are not seeing a more significant signal of anaphylaxis
occurring for the first time on the second dose or mild first-dose
reactions leading to more severe second-dose reactions. These
and other questions will hopefully be answered as we continue to
expand our knowledge base regarding COVID-19 and
vaccination-related immunity.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SHARED DECISION MAKING

AND LEARNING
Uncertainties regarding COVID-19 vaccination will likely

remain a reality of life in 2021 and beyond. Allergists-
immunologists must continue to partner with patients and
multidisciplinary health care providers to discuss the knowns and
the unknowns and weigh the benefits and risks of approaches to
vaccination. The ultimate goals of optimizing individual and
population health outcomes need to be prioritized. As we enter
these discussions, we must remember the 3 conversations of
effective shared decision-making—team talk to outline patient
goals and preferences, option talk to clarify choices, and decision
talk to reach preference-based decisions.8 In this model, an
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allergist-immunologist’s primary role is to provide expert advice
regarding the existing evidence (evolving and uncertain as it may
be), while acknowledging that patients are the experts of their
personal contexts and what matters most to them.8 This process
could be facilitated on a public health level through development
of validated patient-decision aids—tools that at present are not
available in the context of subsequent dose decisions for patients
with prior COVID-19 vaccine reactions.40 It is highly likely that
the vast majority of individuals without prior COVID-19 vac-
cine anaphylaxis who have concerns about second-dose safety can
safely receive the second dose and routinely withholding it would
be a disservice not only to their health but also to the larger
population.6,7 Assuming that high durable immunity of a certain
threshold can indeed be obtained after a single vaccination, a
model of COVID-19 vaccination that considers harms and
benefits of deferring or foregoing a second vaccine dose in 2021
could be useful in the individual decision-making paradigm. A
shared decision for second-doseedeferral might be appropriate in
the rare patient with a greatly elevated relative risk of second-dose
anaphylaxis where first-dose protection is high and there is a low
risk of COVID-19 related morbidity (Figure 1). This makes it
imperative to determine what constitutes durable first-dose
protection of a COVID-19 mRNA vaccine intended to be
given as a 2-dose series as well as to understand the value of the
second (or any additional) dose. Vaccination is crucial to ensure
both patient and population health—a key consideration as we
begin to appreciate the daunting task of fighting a pandemic
virus that is actively mutating. Dr. Anthony Fauci noted that
“viruses cannot mutate if they cannot replicate,” and so we are in
a race against time to preempt COVID-19 variants.41 The
dawning realization that COVID-19 is likely to become endemic
also necessitates an approach to revaccination of patients with a
prior reaction to any COVID-19 vaccine. In the case of the
COVID-19 mRNA vaccines, even if a second dose is deferred
this year,1 because annual COVID-19 vaccinations will likely be
the norm, decisions will need to be made about future admin-
istration of a COVID-19 vaccine even if it is not a COVID-19
mRNA vaccine.34,42 Given that multiple additional vaccines will
likely be granted EUA in the United States over the next few
months,34 such as the adenoviral vector and protein subunit
SARS-CoV-2 vaccines, an additional consideration for the future
will be revaccination with a different COVID-19 vaccine
construct, although at present such an approach would also be
characterized by some degree of uncertainty.

While allergists-immunologists worldwide begin to gain first-
hand experience with the clinical assessment and management of
individuals who have CDC-defined allergy contraindications or
precautions to COVID-19 vaccination, it becomes helpful to have
shared platforms for communicating patient assessments and out-
comes. There are notable limitations to the CDC’s passive surveil-
lance system for detecting and confirming anaphylaxis. Sharing
allergist-immunologist clinical assessment and vaccination out-
comes can enrich our clinical knowledge base. Current platforms for
clinical data sharing have emerged, including the COVID-19 Vac-
cine Allergy Case Registry,43 a Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA)ecompliant U.S.-based registry for
documenting hypersensitivity reactions related to COVID-19
vaccination, developed by the U.S. Drug Allergy Registry con-
sortium,44 and the Global COVID-19 and Vaccine-Associated
Anaphylaxis Surveillance Project, an international anaphylaxis regis-
try supported by the World Allergy Organization.45
CONCLUSIONS

As of March 23, 2021, 123,924,888 confirmed COVID-19
cases had resulted in 2,727,640 deaths around the world.46 Thus
far, the risk of anaphylaxis-related death due to COVID-19 im-
munization appears to be exceptionally rare, with over 458 million
doses given to date.28,47,48 In the months to come, the continued
emergence of SARS-CoV-2 variants may pose challenges to vacci-
nation strategies.26 There will also be the benefit of additional
COVID-19 vaccines being granted EUA in the United States.34 As
we continue to provide each patient the right care at the right time,
new discoveries will continue to allow insights that will shape and
optimize our practice. While we are accumulating this evidence
base, our ultimate goal must be to avoid unnecessary vaccine hesi-
tancy and deferral and to optimize both vaccine acceptance and
efficacy, while safely vaccinating the world.
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